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Enel: A growing green energy giant
Accelerating the Energy Transition: The focus on decarbonization and electrification
Enel is a multinational power
company and a leading integrated
player in the global power, gas and
renewables markets. We are
changing the face of energy as a
shaper, leader and enabler of the
energy transition.
Enel began as an energy utility over 50
years ago, but today we are not the
company we once were.
With a dedicated focus accelerating
the energy transition through
decarbonization and electrification,
we have been listed on the Dow Jones
Sustainability Index for 17 years and
have been included on Fortune
Magazine’s “Change the World”
list (2015, 2017, 2018).
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1. By number of customers. Publicly owned operators not included
2. By installed capacity. Includes managed capacity for 4.2 GW
3. Includes customers of free and regulated power and gas markets
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Enel business

Global Power Generation
Accelerates a sustainable
energy transition, increasing
renewables capacity growth
and decarbonizing our fleet

Global Infrastructure &
Networks
Guarantees reliability and quality of
service in the energy supply, through
efficient, resilient and digital networks

Energy & Commodity
Management
Enel X
Enables the energy transition boosting
electrification and decarbonization of
customers, by providing innovative
services and system flexibility

Optimizes the Group margin as a single
portfolio, finding its best balance

Retail
Increases customer value through
commodities and “beyond commodities”
services also thanks to customer
satisfaction and experience
improvement
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Enel Green Power
Overview
North America's fifth-largest wind and solar operator, Enel Green Power is at the forefront of integrating innovative
technologies into renewable energy power plants. We are committed to growth and have more than doubled our
managed capacity over the past five years.
60 renewable energy power plants for a total capacity of
over 6.7 GW including wind, solar, and geothermal
plants in the US & Canada.

3rd Largest Seller of Renewable Energy to
Corporate Customers*

Present in 14 US states, 1 Canadian province
Produced 20.0 TWh in 2020, enough energy
to power 1.8 million households/year*
Created more than 3,500 construction jobs since 2016
5th largest renewable energy operator in the US**
$3B of capital investment to support growth
of renewable capacity, with an average annual growth of
1 GW over the next three years.*
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*Data period 01/01/20-12/31/20, total managed production
**Source: Bloomberg News Energy Database, September 2020

